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Section a. State-of-the-art and objectives 

Particle accelerators have enabled forefront research in high-energy physics and other research areas for 

more than half a century. Accelerators have directly contributed to 26 Nobel Prizes in Physics since 1939 as 

well as another 20 Nobel Prizes in Chemistry, Medicine and Physics with X-rays. Although high-energy 

physics has been the main driving force for the development of the particle accelerators, accelerator facilities 

have continually expanding applications in many areas of research and technology. Currently, there are more 

than 30,000 accelerators in operation around the world, with a strong impact in science, industry and 

economy. For instance, active areas of accelerator applications include radiotherapy to treat cancer, 

production of short-lived medical isotopes, synchrotron light sources, free-electron lasers, beam lithography 

for microcircuits, thin-film technology and radiation processing of food. 

Since the 1930s accelerator technology has progressed immensely, while beam energy, luminosity, facility 

size and cost have grown by several orders of magnitude. Most high-energy accelerators are driven by 

radiofrequency (RF) electromagnetic fields. Currently, the largest RF-driven accelerator is the Large Hadron 

Collider (LHC) at CERN [1], which accelerates protons to multi-TeV energies in a 27 km high-vacuum ring. 

One of the main reasons for this enormous size is the maximum achievable accelerating gradient by RF 

technology, which is currently limited to gradients of the order of 100 MV/m. This limit is mainly due to 

surface breakdown in the RF accelerating metallic cavities. 

To go beyond the maximum energy capabilities of the LHC, the next generation of RF-driven colliders under 

consideration would be among the largest and most complex facilities built on Earth, requiring multi-billion 

Euro investments. For instance, the long-term goal of the Future Circular Collider (FCC) study hosted by 

CERN [2] is the design and construction of a 100 TeV hadron collider in a 100 km long tunnel. Furthermore, 

future linear electron/positron colliders based on RF technology, such as the International Linear Collider 

(ILC) [3] or the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) [4], are designed to produce acceleration gradients of 

between 30 MV/m (ILC) and 150 MV/m (CLIC, 30 GHz frequency operation mode). These machines must 

therefore be tens of kilometres long to reach the desired beam energies, 125 GeV (ILC) and 1.5 TeV (CLIC). 

Therefore, R&D into novel accelerator techniques is important to overcome the present acceleration 

limitations towards more compact and cost effective solutions. Several alternative paths towards high 

gradient acceleration are currently being investigated, e.g. techniques using dielectric microstructures, 

plasma or crystals as accelerating media (see Table 1). 

Table 1: Paths towards high gradient acceleration and their peak field limit. 

 

Dielectric laser-driven acceleration (DLA) has been demonstrated for both non-relativistic [5] and 

relativistic electrons [6] and has made enormous progress in recent years. DLA is the method behind the 

famous concept of “accelerator on a chip” [7].  DLA is limited to a maximum gradient of approximately 10 

GV/m.  

Plasma wakefield acceleration (PWFA) methods based on gaseous plasma have been shown to give 

gradients of up to approximately 100 GV/m [8-11]. For typical gaseous plasmas used as acceleration media, 

the maximum achievable accelerating gradient is limited by the so-called plasma wave-breaking limit, which 

depends on the plasma density. To surpass present PWFA limits, solid based acceleration media, such as 

crystals or nanostructures could offer a solution. The density of charge carriers (conduction electrons) in 
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Using nanostructures

– Wakefield acceleration in porous nanomaterials

– Advantages of CNT w.r.t. natural crystals:

• Higher acceptance: CNT channel size ~(1-100) nm; 

channel size for Si crystal ~ Å

• Lower dechannelling rate

• Lower stopping power

• Significantly higher thermal and mechanical 

robustness

• Great degree of dimensional flexibility

– Wakefield drivers:

• Beam 

• High power laser

Porous alumina

CNT array

Michael De Volder et al.,

Uni. of Cambridge
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State-of-the-art. Simulations  
 LWA in a single CNT channel 

X. Zhang et al., PRST-AB 19 (2016) 101004

 Beam-driven WA in a single CNT  

channel 

CNT-based waveguide for acceleration
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A. Sahai, T. Tajima 

et al, 2020

Y. Shin et al, 2013

Existing simulation works with beam-driven 

CNTs…

1. Assume radially-free electrons (must be pre-

ionised by laser or field ionised by ultra-strong 

bunch fields)

2. Are 2D planar simulations

3. Consider only single CNTs, not arrays

4. But predict 100-GeV/ m to TeV/ m fields

Resta-Lopez, Li, 2018

A. Sahai et al., IJMP 34 (2019) 1943009

 Beam-driven WA in CNT arrays

Y. M. Shin et al., AIP Conf. Proc. 1812 (2017) 060009 

Figure 3: (A) Plasma electron density perturbation and (B)

longitudinal electricfieldat thepropagationdistancez =

20 µm for the case nb / ne = 1.

Figure4depictstheaccelerationgradient asafunctionof

thedrivingbunchdensitynormalizedbythewall plasmaden-

sityof ne = 1025 m−3. Similar totheuniformplasmacase,

alarger beamdensity candrivestronger plasmawakefields.

Whenthebeamdensity reachesalmost 2.5timestheplasma

density, thebeam-plasmainteractiontransfersfromthelin-

ear tothenonlinear regime. Thewavebreakswhenthebeam

density increasesfurther andplasmaelectronsget trapped

intothewakefields. Theacceleratinggradient reachesthe

wave-breaking limit at Ez = mec! p / e ' 305GV/m. Apart

fromthebunchdensity, thetubeparametersaffect thewake

excitationsignificantly aswell. For instance, theincreaseof

plasmawall thickness(e.g., usingmulti-wallednanotubes)

anddecreaseof thetuberadiuscanenhancethewakefields.

Thissuggeststhat further optimizationof thetubearraysis

necessary.

Figure4: Acceleration gradient asafunction of driving

bunch density.

Withthesamebeamandplasmadensity,wefurther exam-

ine the beam dynamics of the driver in the uniform plasma.

Figure5showsthat moreelectronsareconfined inasmaller

coreandobtainsmaller transversemomentaafter propagat-

inginthemulti-hollowplasmastructure, whiletheuniform

plasma scatters the electrons widely. This suggests that the

CNT array helps to efficiently cool the transversephase

space of channelled beams.

EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT

Theexperimental setupisshowninFig. 6. Suchanexper-

imental beamlinemight befeasibleinaccelerator facilities

suchasCLEARat CERNor CLARA at Daresbury. They

will operateinasimilar rangeof energies,⇠ 200MeV. In

bothcasesweexpect tooperatewithshort bunchesonthe

Figure5: Transversephasespaceof thedriver after propa-

gatingfor 50 µmintheCNTarray (A) anduniformplasma

with the same plasma density (B) for nb = ne.

Figure6: Layout of theproposedexperimental beamlinefor

the CNT based wakefield acceleration test.

order of 0.1ps, andthebeamcanbemodulatedbyabunch

compresor chicane. If necessary,evenshorterbunchescould

beobtainedat thesub-fslevel viabunchslicing inthemag-

netic chicane, using acollimator [16].

Taking into account the beam dimensions and charge

rangeinCLEARandCLARA, theexperiment will likely

operateinthelinear regimenb ⌧ ne, andEz / nb . For in-

stance, if thedrivingbeamparametersarematchedtoobtain

achallengingvalueof nb / ne ⇠ 0.001, thenEz ⇡ 40MV/m

fromextrapolation inFig. 4. AssumingaCNTarray length

of 1mm, thentheenergygainis∆W ⇡ 40keV. Therefore, a

spectrometer resolution of . 10 keV will be required.

OUTLOOK

Theuseof solidnano-structuresmayopennewpossibil-

itiestoobtainhighparticleaccelerationgradientsbeyond

thoseprovidedbystandardRFtechnologies. Amongst them,

aCNTarraycouldoffer thefollowingadvantageswithre-

spect toconventional gaseousplasmas: emittancedamping

throughchannelingandhigher plasmondensity. CNTstruc-

turesalsohaveahigher thermal andmechanical robustness

withrespect toother solidstructures, suchasmetalliccrys-

tals.

Toexplorethecapabilitiesof wakefieldchanneling ac-

celerationusingCNTarrays, wehaveuseda2DPICmulti-

hollowplasmamodel. Herewehaveconsideredplasmon

excitationsby adriving bunch. Preliminary resultsshow

thepossibilityof obtaininglongitudinal electricacceleration

gradients > 10 GV/m.

Newtest beamfacilities, suchasCLEARandCLARA

might offer theopportunity tocarryout aproof-of-concept

test of CNT basedwakefieldacceleration. Studiesarein

progress to address several challenges.

J. Resta-Lopez et al., IPAC2018

Prediction of 100-GV/m to TV/m fields

e-beam
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State-of-the-art. Simulations  

 Intense-laser driven nanotube based proton beam accelerator

M. Murakami, M. Tanaka., Appl. Phys. Lett. 102 (2013) 163101 

Prediction of 100 TV/m  fields

• Laser: 10-20 fs; 

I=1018 W cm-2

• Outer CNT (green) 

with Au atoms 

(yellow) chemically 

adsorbed

• Two inner bullet 

nanotubes made of H 

(red)

• Ionized electrons 

(white) are ejected 

• A saddle-shaped 

Coulomb field is 

generated to squeeze 

and accelerate the 

bullet ions along the 

z-axis

Laser

p

p

3
0
 n

m
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State-of-the-art. Exp. proposals  

 Coherent X-ray radiation from 

photo-excited CNT 

ASTA 50 MeV beamline @ Fermilab

 Earlier experimental proposals

Y. M. Shin et al.
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Simulation studies  

 What do we want to simulate?

– Single- and multi-walled CNTs

• Free electrons (ionised by laser or strong 

beam fields)

• Quasi-free electrons (2D Fermi gas)

– Array of many such coupled CNTs suitable for 

channelling wide (micron-scale) beams

What do we want to simulate?

10 February 2020 Aravinda Perera 7

1. Single- and multi-walled CNTs with radially 

bound electrons: 

• existing successful solid state models of 

bulk and surface plasmon polaritons 
use restricted 2D gas (unless ionised)

2. Array of many such coupled CNTs suitable 

for channelling wide (micron-scale) beams

Can we use 

Particle-in-cell 

codes?Figur e 1. (A) Transmission Electron Microscopy image of a mult i-walled CNT in axial cross-

sect ion (University of California, Berkeley), and (B) a three-dimensional model.

gradients are possible in a crystal lat t ice if it is radiated by a laser of 109 W / cm2 power density

and 5ps pulse length at Bragg angle, as this st imulates the Bormann anomalous t ransmission

[7]. However, laser beams of such low wavelengths cannot be produced in a cont rollable manner

up to date.

In this work wepresent a proposal for a proof-of-principleexperiment to demonstratechannelling

accelerat ion in an array of parallel CNTs and present preliminary part icle-in-cell (PIC)

simulat ions of laser and beam interact ion with single CNTs. Ongoing work in the test ing and

implementat ion of a new model of radially bound CNT wall elect rons is discussed.

2. Exper iment al Proposal

Uncont rolled accelerat ion of protons in CNTs following laser irradiat ion was already

demonstrated [8] but cont rolled synchronous accelerat ion has not been achieved yet . Thus based

on the future outcome of the simulat ions, an experiment is planned in order to complete the

proof-of-principle accelerat ion mechanism. Current ly operat ional beam test facilit ies in Europe,

such as the Versat ile Elect ron Linear Accelerator (VELA) and the Compact Linear Accelerator

for Research and Applicat ions (CLARA) [9, 10] at Daresbury in the UK and the CERN Linear

Elect ron Accelerator for Research (CLEAR) [11, 12] at CERN in Switzerland, may o↵er the

necessary beam condit ions and infrast ructure to carry out an experimental demonst rat ion of

this concept . A tentat ive experimental beamline layout is shown in figure 2, where one can see

the typical beam diagnost ics devices to characterise the beam before and after crossing the CNT

sample, and a magnet ic chicane to modulate the bunch length.

The beam will be focused into the experimental CNT sample by upst ream quadrupole magnets.

The CNT sample will be placed in a support / goniometer which will allow vert ical and horizontal

mot ion, as well as rotat ion in the horizontal plane. The sample can thus be cent red with

respect to the elect ron beam, and opt imisat ion of channelling can be achieved. Then the CNTs

array will be irradiated by a tabletop femtosecond UV laser. Taking into account that metallic

CNTs e↵ect ively behave as hollow plasma channels, if the photon-plasmon coupling condit ion is

fulfilled, elect romagnet ic waves in a the hollow channel can be excited. This will induce betat ron

oscillat ions in the elect rons crossing the channels and will give rise to coherent radiat ion in X-

ray regimes. This part of the experiment will also allow us to invest igate the suitability of a

photo-excited CNT array to be used as compact X-ray source.
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2D hollow plasma PIC simulations 

 Single channel model. Beam-driven.

[See A. Bonatto presentation.This workshop]

2D axisymmetric 

Free electron gas on CNT wall
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2D hollow plasma PIC simulations 
 Single channel model. Beam-driven

4

Emin ≃ − 100GV/m

Simulation results - CNT01_1  (  )rin ≃ 1μm , rout ≃ 5μm

3

• Charge density (C/m3)

Simulation results - CNT01_1  (  )rin ≃ 1μm , rout ≃ 5μm

• Normalised electron densit y ( )ne/n0

Normalized electron density (ne/n0)

4

Emin ≃ − 100GV/m

Simulation results - CNT01_1  (  )rin ≃ 1μm , rout ≃ 5μm

FBPIC
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2D hollow plasma PIC simulations 

 Single channel model. Beam-driven. Wall thickness scan

6

Model / parameters - Additional points

• CNT external radius ,  

•

rout = αλp

α = 0.25 , 0.29 , 0.35
CNT01_5_1CNT01_7 CNT01_8

rout = 0.35λp ≃ 3.7μmrout = 0.29λp ≃ 3.1μmrout = 0.25λp ≃ 2.6μm

Acc. gradient as a functions of the outer radius,

keeping an inner radius rin =0.1λp

CNT external radius in units λp

It seems that there is an optimal value for the thickness to excite the strongest Ez
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Multi-hollow plasma simulations 

 CNT array model, alternating hollow channels and plasma walls inside a 

vacuum chamber. 2D PIC simulations with EPOCH

Assuming: 

Hollow radius:  20 nm

Wall thickness: 40 nm

Wall plasma density: n0=1025 m-3

Driving e- beam parameters:

[J. Resta-Lopez et al., IPAC2018]

Cartesian coordinates
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Multi-hollow plasma simulations 
 2D PIC simulations with EPOCH

Linear (weak) driver. For beam density nb= 0.1n0

Non-linear (strong) driver. For beam density nb= n0

Assuming: 

Hollow radius:  20 nm

Wall thickness: 40 nm

Wall plasma density: n0=1025 m-3
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Multi-hollow plasma simulations 

 For beam density nb= n0

Benchmarking:

2D PIC simulations with VSim

Energy gain = 5.6 MeV

Assuming: 

Hollow radius:  20 nm

Wall thickness: 40 nm

Wall plasma density: n0=1025 m-3
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Multi-hollow plasma simulations 

 For beam density nb= n0. 2D PIC simulations with EPOCH

Transverse phase space. CNT array vs. uniform plasma

• CNTs can efficiently cool the transverse phase space of channelled beam 

particles in a similar way to natural crystals 

• Focusing and collimation by transverse fields generated from the oscillating 

surface plasmon

CNT array Uniform plasma
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Multi-hollow plasma simulations 

 More recent simulations. 

rin = 40nm

rout = 80nm

kpσr = 0.1

kpσz = 0.5

e-beam: CNT:

Qb = 0.6pC

n0 = 1× 1025 m−3

nb/n0 = 1

plasma:

Ek0 = 0.2GeV

Model / parameters - CNT03 - Concentric 40 nm CNTs

• Multiple CNTs evenly spaced (wall thickness = gap = ):40nm

[See A. Bonatto presentation.This workshop]

Azimuthal symmetry

Concentric 40 nm CNTs
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Multi-hollow plasma simulations 

 More recent simulations. [See A. Bonatto presentation.This workshop]

Emin ≃ − 2.5GV/m

Model / parameters - CNT03 - Concentric 40 nm CNTs

Emin ≃ − 2.5GV/m

Model / parameters - CNT03 - Concentric 40 nm CNTs

Emin ≃ − 2.5GV/m

Model / parameters - CNT03 - Concentric 40 nm CNTs

FBPIC
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Towards CNT arrays

 Existing 2D and 3D PIC codes are either

– Cartesian

– Cylindrically symmetric (no good for azimuthal modes)

– 3D Fourier-Bessel cylindrical grids about single axis (no good for arrays)

 If CNT walls are ionised:

– Best choice: Cartesian 3D codes (quasi-static may be good enough for co-

propagating electrostatic modes)

 If CNT walls are unionised: 

– existing 3D PIC codes must be adapted to simulate bound electrons on multiple 

embedded 2D cylinders

– Best choice: Cartesian 3D codes (probably)

– we have modified the 3D EPOCH code to model nanotube wall electrons as 

plasma in a static positive “jellium” background
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3D semi-rigid wall CNT model

 Preliminary simulation results. EPOCH
Preliminary Simulation results

10 February 2020 Aravinda Perera 19

Free

Quasi-free

Isotropically free electrons 

Anisotropic (quasi-free) electrons
Electron currents in 

walls restricted to 

longitudinal and 

azimuthal directions 

(unless fully ionized)

[See A. Perera’s poster for 

details. This workshop]
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3D CNT array model

 Based on multi-walled CNTs1.1. Dimensions and Density

- some preliminary calculations
require knowledge about the
typical CNT dimensions;

Figure 1.2 Single CNT with 10 layers

layers.

Figure 1.3 A CNT unit which can be

used to build an array.

3 / 17

CNT array unit (square packing) 

Calculated density ~ 1028 atoms/m3

1. General aspects

- there is plenty of information about the morphology and dimensions
of the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as for example [1];

- the most stable configuration is reached for an inner diameter of
1.35 nm;

Figure 1.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy image of a multi-walled CNT in axial

cross-section (Berkeley University), and a three-dimensional model (Wikipedia)

2 / 17

z

y

x

Discrete cell unit 

PIConGPU code
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Test beam facilities

 Where a proof-of-concept might be performed (tbd). For example 

Parameter CLEAR (CERN) CLARA (DL) FLASHForward

(DESY)*

PITZ (DESY)

Energy 200 MeV 250 MeV 400-600 MeV 21.5 MeV

Energy spread < ±2% ±1% 0.2% -

Trans. norm. 
emittance (rms)

< 20 mm-mrad ≤ 1 mm-mrad x/y ~2.5/5 mm 

mrad

0.37 mm mrad

Bunch length (rms) < 0.75 ps 0.1-0.25 ps
(short pulse)

4 μm (12 fs) 14.5 ps

Bunch charge 0.6 nC 0.1-0.25 nC 0.2-0.3 nC 0.1 nC

Peak bunch density ~1021 m-3 <~ 1022 m-3 ~1024 m-3 ~1018 m-3

Bunch spacing 0.667 ns -- < 1 μs -

Nb. of bunches 1-32-226 1 - -

Repetition rate [0.8, 5] Hz 10 Hz 1-10 Hz (macro)

0.04-3 MHz (micro)

10 Hz

* EuPRAXIA, LWFA type beam parameters: 1 GeV case
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Experimental layout

 Phase 1: Beam-driven
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Experimental layout

 Phase 2: Laser-driven

Investigate the tunability of a photo-excited CNT array to be used as compact X-ray source 
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Summary and perspective

 The use of solid nano-structures may open new possibilities to obtain high 

particle acceleration gradients beyond those provided by standard RF

 Assuming plasma wakefield excited by a driving bunch, preliminary 

simulation results show the possibility of obtaining longitudinal electric 

accelerating gradients > 10 GV/m 

 Channelling and efficient cooling of transverse phase space 

 New test beam facilities, such as CLEAR, CLARA, FLASHForward, etc.

might offer the opportunity to carry out  proof-of-concept tests of CNT based 

wakefield acceleration 

 CNT structures open up exciting new avenues for compact particle 

acceleration and radiation sources 
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Future plan

 Simulation of multiple CNTs to investigate fields in CNT arrays

 Study of coupled-CNT operation

 Optimization studies of wall-thickness, nanotube radius crystalline geometry 

and array properties

 Establish a detailed experimental plan, considering available test beam 

facilities

 Collaborations
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Special thanks to 

Cristian Bontoiu, Volodymyr Rodin, Carsten P. Welsch,

University of Liverpool

Alex Bonatto, Guoxing Xia,

University of Manchester

Thank you 
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Backup slides
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2D hollow plasma PIC simulations 

 Single channel model. Beam-driven. Reduced thickness

5

• Reduced wall thickness:

Lp = 10λp

rin = 0.1λp

rout = 0.15λp

σr = 0.1λp

σz = 0.1λp

e-beam: CNT:

Qb = 33pC

n0 = 1× 1025 m−3

λp ≃ 10.6μm

nb/n0 = 1.1

E0 ≃ 0.3TV/m

plasma:

Ek0 = 1GeV

Model / parameters - CNT01_2
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2D hollow plasma PIC simulations 
 Single channel model. Beam-driven. Reduced thickness

6

• Charge density (C/m3)

• Normalised electron densit y ( )ne/n0

Simulation results - CNT01_2  (  )rin ≃ 1μm , rout ≃ 1.6μm

7

Simulation results - CNT01_2  (  )rin ≃ 1μm , rout ≃ 1.6μm

Emin ≃ − 40GV/m

7

Simulation results - CNT01_2  (  )rin ≃ 1μm , rout ≃ 1.6μm

Emin ≃ − 40GV/m

7

Simulation results - CNT01_2  (  )rin ≃ 1μm , rout ≃ 1.6μm

Emin ≃ − 40GV/m

Normalized electron density (ne/n0)

FBPIC
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3D CNT array model

 Dimensions and density

- with the C=C bond length taken as a = 0.1425 nm the atoms density
can be calculated if one chooses an axial unit 3a long;

Figure 1.4 Distribution of Carbon atoms around

the tube.

Figure 1.5 View of the Carbon

atoms distributed in hexagons.

4 / 17
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3D CNT array model

 Dimensions and density
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Scattering studies
 3D array of CNT made of usual Carbon

 Tube radius – 50 nm

 Wall thickness – 20 nm               

 Length – 2 μm

 Steps inside volume < 2 nm

 Geant4 QGSP BIC + EmDNA model
FLASHForward CLARA PITZ

(Hexagonal packing)


